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Motivation 

ÅAesthetical value of CH objects is concentrated in a 
few millimeters thick layer.  

ÅProtection = reduction of the number of cleaning 
interventions to the minimum  by monitoring and 
assessing the state of the surface and the dynamics of 
its change 

ÅMethods based on analysis of optical properties of 
surface are closest to what is given to the human eye 
when performing an aesthetical judgment.  

ÅThe aim is to depart from subjective rules relying on 
personal experience to independent, reproducible, 
objective method 

Å the method has to be simple to be operated by 
professionals like conservators and restorers 
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Requirements on device 

Å field use 
ï simple 

ï rugged 

ï cheap 

Å portability 

Å capable of great spatial resolution 

Å sufficient (at least representative) area 

Å non-destructive, non-invasive method 

Å repeatable, reproducible measurement 

Å Portable scanner 
ï complete portability and independence on external power source 

ï illumination stability (overcomes varying light condition affected by weather vs. 
photography) 

ï scanning area 18x13 cm 

ï the highest scanning spatial resolution is 600 dpi =>~ 20 pixels per mm, 1px = 
50um 

ï images of approximately 10 megapixels size can be acquired  

HP Photosmart 1200 
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Comparison to reference 

techniques 

photography spectrometer scanner 

Full spectrum  -  + - 
Reproducible illumination - + + 

Representative sample + - + 
Cost + - + 
Ease to interpret data - - + 
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Measurement & processing data 

Measurement 
Å the measurement itself can hardly be simpler  

Ådetailed scanning enables postprocessing to select other 
place for evaluation, multiple areas to be studied 
simultaneously, and also to select area for study ad hoc, 
after completition additionally  

Åon-site acquisition, evaluation in post processing later 
[with wi-fi SD memory card (eye-fi) immediate 
processing possible] 

Åscanned images are then processed and analyzed by 
custom-written program running in MATLAB  
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Measurement & processing data 

Processing 
Å Image is converted from RGB into HSB color model 

Å pixels of the selected subset of the image of the scanned surface 
are statistically processed 

Å properties of statistical distribution of properties can be visualized in 
saturation-brightness coordinates plot in which every pixel of studied 
image is represented by position in brightness-saturation 
coordinates. 

Å projection of the imageôs pixels into brightness-saturation 
coordinates creates a ñcloud of valuesò 

Å the dense cloud means uniform appearance, while dispersed 
signalizes variations. 

Å dispersion and shape of ñcloud of valuesò is useful measure of 
surface degradation. 

Å shift of mean values of these two variables indicates increase in 
surface degradation or can be a measure of cleaning effectiveness 
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Theoretical background 

Å Degradation processes of CH monumentsô surface 
are accompanied with a change in its appearance.  

Å For example, soiling of the surface manifest itself 
visually mainly as darkening of the surface and 
loss of its colorfulness.  

Å Human eye perform the judgment independently 
on illumination conditions => visual state of surface 
is represented by variation of brightness and 
saturation  

Å Digital images recorded in RGB color model ï 
no direct reference to undergoing processes 

Å Lab model ï similar problem to RGB 
(spectrometers) 

Å HSB model (hue, saturation, brightness) model is 
better suited to describe changes associated with 
surface degradation 

Wikipedia 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f1/HSV_cone.jpg

